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Green Wedge Tracker – March 2021

As part of the Green Wedge Project, the Green Wedge Tracker gives you a monthly
overview of the social media climate conversation in 8 European countries.

March 2021
The unveiling of the recovery funds framework triggered scepticism from environmental
groups who questioned the use and impact of the funds as well as its lack of ambition.
Dissent around the EGD comes from both sides of the spectrum – both climate detractors
AND disillusioned climate activists. Will we see the same pattern at the national level?
European institutions single-handedly drive the EGD – with little interest from countries
beyond Italy and Spain.

Most popular hashtags

Two main reactions to the EGD:

Accusations of ‘empty promises’ that call for a ‘#realdeal’– reflecting clear disappointment
and general disillusionment. The deal is seen as a great idea but of limited substance and
ambition
Direct calls for more action to tackle climate change.
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The Conversation in Numbers
With the use of the Recovery Funds at the heart of Draghi’s policy, the Italian conversation
has been focussed on the PNRR. Yet, 10%+ of Italians are dissatisfied or distrust the plan
and call for a #realdeal and #nomoreemptypromises.

In Spain’s only March conversation peak, 25% of it had to do with the report
#NGEULucesySombras. The report raises concerns around private sector benefits from the
fund, and the creation of debt for upcoming generations [#rethinktherecovery #deudas]. 

#MemeOfTheMonth
The Suez canal blockage by the large Evergreen tanker was repurposed to capture the
tragedy of tiny inadequate solutions in the face of massive challenges.

Glossary
EGD: European Green Deal
EC: European Commission
PNRR: National Plan for Resilience and Recovery (Italy)

Watch this space for our upcoming tracking of national climate
conversations…

See you next month !
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